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ABSTRACT
Over Arctic sea ice, pressure ridges and floe and melt pond edges all introduce discrete obstructions to
the flow of air or water past the ice and are a source of form drag. In current climate models form drag is
only accounted for by tuning the air–ice and ice–ocean drag coefficients, that is, by effectively altering
the roughness length in a surface drag parameterization. The existing approach of the skin drag pa-
rameter tuning is poorly constrained by observations and fails to describe correctly the physics asso-
ciated with the air–ice and ocean–ice drag. Here, the authors combine recent theoretical developments
to deduce the total neutral form drag coefficients from properties of the ice cover such as ice concen-
tration, vertical extent and area of the ridges, freeboard and floe draft, and the size of floes and melt
ponds. The drag coefficients are incorporated into the Los Alamos Sea Ice Model (CICE) and show the
influence of the new drag parameterization on the motion and state of the ice cover, with the most
noticeable being a depletion of sea ice over the west boundary of the Arctic Ocean and over the
Beaufort Sea. The new parameterization allows the drag coefficients to be coupled to the sea ice state
and therefore to evolve spatially and temporally. It is found that the range of values predicted for the
drag coefficients agree with the range of values measured in several regions of the Arctic. Finally, the
implications of the new form drag formulation for the spinup or spindown of the Arctic Ocean are
discussed.
1. Introduction
Arctic sea ice, after more than three decades of pro-
longed thinning and shrinking, has transformed radically
with a large increase of first-year ice and an almost total
disappearance of older (more than 5 years)multiyear ice
(Stroeve et al. 2012). With this evolution comes the
necessity to reevaluate the physical processes involving
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sea ice and, in particular, the driving mechanisms that
set the ice in motion and redistribute its mass into and
out of theArctic Basin. Usually three forces dominate in
the momentum balance of sea ice: the atmospheric drag,
the oceanic drag, and the internal forces in the ice.While
understanding the mechanical properties and rheology
of sea ice remains an active domain of research (Coon
et al. 2007; Feltham 2008; Tsamados et al. 2013), the aim
of this paper is to address the fluxes of momentum (also
called drag) between the air and the ice and between the
ocean and the ice.
Over heterogeneous surfaces these turbulent fluxes
can be calculated by two different methods (Claussen
1990; Vihma 1995): flux aggregation or parameter ag-
gregation. Here the flux aggregation method is applied
over sea ice; fluxes are determined for the ice-covered
area and for the open water area and the various fluxes
are then combined, according to their relative associated
areas. The turbulent surface fluxes of momentum (or
drag) t, sensible heatH, and latent heat LE over sea ice
are commonly expressed as
t5 rCd(z)U(z)[cosuU(z)1 sinuk3U(z)] , (1)
H5 rcpCH(z)(us2 uz)U(z) , (2)
and
LE5 rgCE(z)(qs2 qz)U(z) , (3)
where k is the vertical unit vector, r is the air (water) den-
sity, cp is the specific heat of air (water), g is the latent heat
of vaporization,U(z) is the difference in air (water) and ice
velocity at height z above (below) sea level,U(z)5 jU(z)j, u
is a turning angle, and us2 uz andqs2 qz are thedifferences
in potential temperature and specific humidity, respectively,
between the surface s and at height z. (See Table 1 for a list
of notation used throughout the manuscript.)
While Eq. (1) is currently used in most sea ice models
(Hibler 1979; Hunke 2010), McPhee (2012) suggests
deviating from this quadratic drag relationship and uses
a Rossby similarity approach that better accounts for
the dependence on U(z) of the drag and turning angle.
McPhee (2012) also recommends generalizing the treat-
ment of the ice–ocean stress to account for buoyancy
effects and for the strength and depth of the pycnocline.
Because the focus of this paper is on estimating the form
drag contribution and its dependence on the sea ice char-
acteristics, we want to keep the treatment of the drag as
simple as possible and therefore keep the treatment of
Eq. (1). We also assume a constant turning angle (zero in
this paper) and treat atmospheric and oceanic drag as
analogous with logarithmic velocity profiles near the ice.
The transfer coefficients for momentum Cd(z), sensi-
ble heatCH(z), and latent heatCE(z) can be determined
using theMonin–Obukhov similarity theory as functions
of the roughness length z0 and universal stability func-
tions [see, e.g., Schr€oder et al. (2003) for details]. The
three transfer coefficients are proportional and one
therefore expects that the surface heat and momentum
transfers are correlated. Here we keep the default Los
Alamos Sea Ice Model (CICE) assumption (Hunke and
Lipscomb 2010) that all neutral transfer coefficients are
equal [for the limit of validity of this assumption see
Schr€oder et al. (2003)]. We leave the sensitivity study of
the model to the heat transfer coefficients for future in-
vestigation. Schr€oder et al. (2003) describe the methods
used to measure the transfer coefficients experimentally
and report values of these coefficients for the atmosphere–
ice interface over various regions of the Arctic.
In this paper we describe the impact of form drag on
the neutral drag coefficient, that is, for a neutral strati-
fication of the ambient fluid (Stull 1988). However, the
drag coefficients can vary widely depending on atmo-
spheric (and oceanic) stability (Birnbaum and L€upkes
2002) and are known to be strongly enhanced (reduced)
in an unstable (stable) boundary layer where strong
(weak) turbulent mixing is present. Hereafter, drag co-
efficient always refers to the neutral drag coefficient
unless explicitly stated. As first noted by Arya (1973),
the total neutral drag can be decomposed into the skin
frictional or viscous drag that acts on much of the level
undeformed surface and the form drag that acts on
hummocks, pressure sails, keels, and floe or melt pond
edges.
Most current climate or sea ice models encompass
a simple parameterization of the skin drag with a square
drag law and a constant drag coefficient to model air–ice
and ice–ocean stresses (Hibler 1979). Some exceptions
(Tremblay and Mysak 1997; Steiner et al. 1999) have
incorporated a form drag term that depends on the sea
ice characteristics (thickness andmechanical properties)
and have shown a potential to influence to a large degree
the redistribution and export of the ice over the Arctic
Basin. Direct numerical simulations (Leonardi et al.
2003; Le et al. 1997) of the turbulent flow over regularly
spaced obstacles typical of thewinter pack ice, where the
sails and keel density are large, confirm Arya’s pre-
diction (Arya 1973) that the form drag term can become
the dominant contribution to the total drag for both the
ocean and atmospheric drag. In the marginal ice zone
(MIZ), on the other hand, estimates from Hanssen-
Bauer and Gjessing (1988), Steele et al. (1989), Mai
et al. (1996), and Lu et al. (2011) have shown that in
low concentration sea ice regions the contribution of
form drag due to the floe edges can also exceed the
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skin frictional drag. Finally, it was recently argued that
during themelt seasonmelt pond edges could contribute
to the rise in themeasured total atmospheric neutral drag
coefficient (Andreas et al. 2010; L€upkes et al. 2012, 2013).
The dependence of the atmospheric neutral drag co-
efficient (ANDC) and oceanic neutral drag coefficient
(ONDC) on the ice characteristics is confirmed by mea-
surements of these coefficients over different regions of
the Arctic, over different ice types, and during different
seasons of the year. While direct flux measurements over
the broken, heterogeneousArctic sea ice surface are rare,
particularly at the ice–ocean interface, measurements
show a strong spatial and temporal variability with in-
creased ANDC (Schr€oder et al. 2003) and ONDC (Lu
et al. 2011) for multiyear ice in heavily ridged regions at
the western (meaning west of the Greenwich meridian)
Arctic Ocean boundary or for regions with low sea ice
concentration (e.g., in the MIZ). More recently, Andreas
et al. (2010) reported a marked increase in the ANDC
over summer sea ice (associated with an increased form
drag contribution from the floe and melt pond edges).
The sea ice geometry parameters relevant to form
drag parameterization over sea ice have been inferred
from observations. As reviewed in Martin (2007), statis-
tical information of the height and frequency of sails and
keels can be obtained over a large part of theArctic Basin
with a combination of laser airborne instruments such
TABLE 1. Notation.
a,b Weight functions
ak Keel slope
ar Sail slope
t Momentum flux (drag)
U(z) Fluid speed at height
g Latent heat of vaporization
fk Porosity of the keels
fs Porosities of the sails
ra Air density
ri Ice density
rs Snow density
rw Water density
u Potential temperature
A* Cutoff ice concentration to avoid singularity
ai Ice concentration in CICE
alvl Level ice concentration in CICE
Ap Pond concentration
ardg Ridged ice concentration in CICE
c Coefficient of resistance of an individual obstacle
cp Specific heat of air
Cdaf Form drag contribution from floe edge freeboard
Cdap Form drag contribution from melt pond edges
Cdar Form drag contribution from sails
Cdas Surface skin drag contribution
Cda Total atmospheric drag coefficient
CSKINda Reference atmospheric neutral drag coefficient
Cdwf Form drag contribution from floe edge draft
Cdwr Form drag contribution from keels
Cdws Bottom surface skin drag contribution
Cdw Total oceanic drag coefficient
cdw Local coefficient of resistance at the floe edge
CSKINdw Reference oceanic neutral drag coefficient
CE Transfer coefficient for latent heat
cfa Local coefficient of resistance at the floe edge
CH Transfer coefficient for sensible heat
ckw Local coefficient of resistance of a keel
cpa Local coefficient of resistance at the pond edge
csa Unobstructed skin drag
cra Local coefficient of resistance of a sail
csf Geometrical parameter associated with the floe shape
csp Geometrical parameter associated with the pond shape
csw Unobstructed skin drag
D Distance between obstacles
D Draft at the floe edge
Df Average distance between floes
Dk Average distance between keels
Ds Average distance between sails
f Force per unit upstream frontal area of N obstacles
g Geometrical factor accounting for the orientation of the
obstacles
H Height of one obstacle
H Sensible heat flux
Hp Freeboard of the melt ponds
Hs Snow thickness
Hf Freeboard at the floe edge
Hk Average keel depth
Hs Average sail height
L Average floe size
Lx Grid cell width
Ly Grid cell width
TABLE 1. (Continued)
Ly Transverse length of one obstacle
Lmax Max floe size
Lmin Min floe size
Lpmax Max pond size
Lpmin Min pond size
LE Latent heat flux
ma Skin drag attenuation parameter
mw Skin drag attenuation parameter
N Number of obstacles in the reference domain
P Average dynamic pressure per obstacle
q Specific humidity
Rd Ratio of Dk over Ds
Rh Ratio of Hk over Hs
Sc Sheltering function
sl Attenuation parameter
ST Surface area of the reference domain/grid cell area
Vk Volume of one keel
ylvl Grid cell level ice average thickness in CICE
yrdg Grid cell ridged ice average thickness in CICE
Vr Volume of one sail
Xk Keel width
Xr Sail width
z0 Roughness length of the upstream surface type
z0i Roughness length of level ice
z0w Roughness length of water upstream of the floe
za Ice surface roughness length
zw Bottom surface ice roughness length
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as laser altimeters (Farrell et al. 2012), electromagnetic
birds (Haas 2004) and upward-looking sonar instru-
ments attached to moorings (Melling et al. 1995; Fissel
et al. 2004), submarines (Wadhams and Davy 1986), or
autonomous underwater vehicles (Wadhams et al. 2004).
On the other hand, because of their inherently two-
dimensional nature, statistical information on floe and
melt pond size and spacing can more easily be retrieved
fromhigh-resolution satellite imagery (Weiss andMarsan
2004; L€upkes et al. 2012).
In section 2, we introduce the parameterizations for
both the atmosphere–ice and ocean–ice drag contribu-
tions. We decompose the ANDC into its skin drag and
form drag, the latter containing the sail, floe edge, and
melt pond edge contributions, and we decompose the
ONDC into its skin drag and form drag, the latter con-
taining the keel and floe edge contributions. In section 3,
we briefly present the setup of the sea ice climate com-
ponentCICEused in this work and describe the procedure
that is used to implement the new parameterizations
into the model. In section 4, we describe the impact of
the new parameterization scheme on the Arctic sea ice
characteristics of a model reference run. We then pro-
ceed, in section 5, to a sensitivity study of the newArctic
simulations to uncertain parameters in the drag formu-
lations. Finally, in section 6, we summarize our results.
2. Drag parameterizations
a. General formulation of form drag on randomly
oriented obstacles
Arya (1973) defined the drag force per unit length of
a sail of heightH, oriented normal to the flow, for a flow
speed ofU(H) at heightH, as fD5Hc[rU(H)
2/2], where
c is the coefficient of resistance of the individual obstacle
[for typical values of c over sea ice, see Garbrecht et al.
(1999)]. Hanssen-Bauer and Gjessing (1988) later intro-
duced a similar expression for fDwhere the squared fluid
flow profile is integrated over the entire obstacle height.
To treat the more general case where the fluid flow is
obstructed by an ensemble of asperities, we assume thatN
discrete obstacles of heightH and transverse lengthLy are
spatially distributed on a domain of surface areaST. At this
stage we make no assumption as to the type of obstacle,
which could be a keel, sail, floe, or melt pond edge. Simi-
larlywe donot distinguish between the flowing fluid, which
could be either the atmosphere or the ocean. Following
L€upkes et al. (2012), we determine as a first step the av-
erage dynamic pressure per obstacleP, defined as the force
f per unit frontal upstream area of the N obstacles as
P5
f
NHLy
, (4)
with f defined by the integral
f 5NS2cLyg
ðH
z
0
c
rU2
2
dz , (5)
where z0 is a roughness length, U is the height-dependent
upstream fluid speed, and Sc is the sheltering function
for the obstacle considered that will depend on the
typical distance between obstaclesD and on their height
H. Here the sheltering function is considered inde-
pendent of the fluid speed and height. In Eq. (5), g is
a geometrical factor that depends on the shape of the
obstacle. For example, for linear obstacles (sail, keels,
and floe edges) with a uniform distribution of orienta-
tions this factor should be g5
Ð p/2
2p/2 1/p cosu du5 2/p,
where u is the angle between the normal to the obstacle
and the flow direction and the integral represents an
average over all orientations of the obstacles. Then, t,
themagnitude of themomentum flux per unit area of the
domain or drag force acting on the domain area ST, is
given by
tST 5PNLyH . (6)
The associated effective neutral 10-m drag coefficient
can be deduced from
Cd(10)5
t
rU(10)2
. (7)
From now on we will implicitly assume that the drag
coefficient is measured at 10m and will drop the func-
tional dependence. As described by Hanssen-Bauer and
Gjessing (1988), assuming a logarithmic fluid velocity
profile U 5 (uw/k) ln(z/z0) (k is the von Karman con-
stant), one can integrate Eq. (5), and in combination
with Eqs. (4), (6), and (7) one can write the general form
drag coefficient:
Cd5
NcS2cgLyH
2ST
"
ln(H/z0)
ln(10/z0)
#2
, (8)
where we have used the simplification [ln(H/z0e)]
21
12 2z0/H ’ [ln(H/z0)]2, which is justified to within 1%
relative error for typical values of H and z0. Note that
this corresponds to Arya’s simplification to consider
the fluid velocity simply at the height H instead of in-
tegrating overH, as in Eq. (5). In the literature, the z0 is
chosen to be the roughness length of the upstream sur-
face type. Direct numerical simulations (Leonardi et al.
2003) have shown that for low enough ratios of obstacle
height over the distance between obstacles H/D, the
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parameter z0 should be replaced by a displacement
height d0 that has a monotonic decreasing functional
dependence on H/D. Note that the term in the bracket
in Eq. (8) varies little with H and z0 and can be in-
corporated, in a first approximation, in the coefficient of
resistance c. In Eqs. (5) and (8), in line with the litera-
ture, this effect is instead accounted for by the phe-
nomenological sheltering function Sc. While various
sheltering functions have been proposed to describe this
attenuation of the fluid flow in the wake of an obstacle
(Steele et al. 1989; Lu et al. 2011; L€upkes et al. 2012), we
use here a formulation that is assumed to be valid in both
the ocean and the atmosphere:
Sc5 [12 exp(2slD/H)]
1/2 . (9)
Following wind experiments on shelterbelts by N€ageli
(1946), Hanssen-Bauer and Gjessing (1988) use the at-
tenuation parameter sl 5 0.18, while in L€upkes et al.
(2012) the authors compare this formula with results
obtained by tunnel observations and modeling (Lopez
et al. 2005) and find a better agreement for sl 5 0.5. In
the reference run of section 4, we use the default value
sl 5 0.18.
b. Atmospheric and oceanic drag
1) FORM DRAG ASSOCIATED WITH SAIL
AND KEELS
Arya (1973) was the first author to single out a con-
tribution to the total ANDC on sea ice from pressure
ridges. In his original work, in contrast to the derivation
in our section 2a, Arya considered the wind velocity at
the sail height U(Hs), ignored the sheltering effect de-
scribed in our section 2a, and integrated the force
exerted by the wind on the sails in Eq. (5) over a
probability distribution function (PDF) of sail height,
where he introduced aminimal cutoff sail heightHsc that
can contribute to form drag. We find that performing an
integration over a realistic PDF of obstacle heights does
not significantly modify the drag (Mai et al. 1996), and
we will assume in this paper that it is sufficient to use the
average value of the parameters of interest to derive
the form drag coefficients in the general formulation
of Eq. (8). Considering the average sail height Hs and
distance between sails Ds, the form drag coefficient re-
sulting from the sails can be written as
Cdar5
1
2
craS
2
c
Hs
Ds
A
"
ln(Hs/z0i)
ln(10/z0i)
#2
, (10)
where A is the sea ice concentration, cra is a local form
drag coefficient assumed constant, and z0i is the roughness
length of level ice (z0i 5 5  1024m in the standard
version of CICE; Hunke and Lipscomb 2010). In this
expression, assuming a random orientation of sails
(Arya 1973; Mai et al. 1996), we have substituted the
mean ridging density, or total length of sails per unit area
of ice NL/AST , by mp/2, where m is the mean sail fre-
quency defined as the average number of sails per unit
length of a linear traverse (m 5 1/Ds, with Ds the dis-
tance between sails).
The large part that keels play in the momentum
transfer between the ice and the ocean in the Arctic
region has long been understood (Pite et al. 1995). In
a first approximation, identifying the water to be a ho-
mogeneous fluid, this form drag contribution can be
expressed in a manner similar to Eq. (10):
Cdwr5
1
2
ckwS
2
c
Hk
Dk
A
"
ln(Hk/z0i)
ln(10/z0i)
#2
, (11)
where we have replaced the obstacle height with the
keel depth Hk and the distance between obstacles with
the distance between keels Dk. In line with direct nu-
merical simulation of homogeneous fluid flow around
discrete obstacles (Le et al. 1997; Leonardi et al. 2003),
we assume that the functional dependence of the shel-
tering function remains the same as in Eq. (9). In reality
the homogeneity assumption breaks down in the ocean
when the keel depth becomes of the order of the depth
of the oceanic boundary layer (Pite et al. 1995; Lu et al.
2011). A detailed parameterization of the momentum
transfer resulting from the interaction of a surface to-
pography with flow in a stratified fluid remains beyond
the scope of this paper and in what follows we will as-
sume Eq. (11) for all keel depths.
2) FORM DRAG ASSOCIATED WITH FLOE EDGES
Hanssen-Bauer and Gjessing (1988) were the first
authors to account for the influence of floe edges on
the surface momentum exchange at the ice–atmosphere
interface. They introduced a sheltering function similar
to Eq. (9), where the distance D is replaced by the typ-
ical distance between floes Df and where the obstacle
height H corresponds to the freeboard Hf. If one as-
sumesA5NcsfL
2/ST, whereL is the average floe length
and csf is a geometrical parameter (csf5 p/4 for circular
floes and csf 5 1 for square floes), then the total length
of the floe edges per unit area can be reformulated to
NL/ST 5 A/(csfL), and the form drag coefficient result-
ing from the floe edges can be rewritten:
Cdaf5
1
2
cfa
csf
S2c
Hf
L
A
2
4ln(Hf /z0w)
ln(10/z0w)
3
5
2
, (12)
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where cfa is a local form drag coefficient assumed con-
stant, and z0w is the roughness length of water upstream
of the floe (z0w 5 3.27  1024m; Hunke and Lipscomb
2010). In this expression the quantities L and Df, con-
tained in the sheltering function Sc, are not provided by
current sea ice models and need to be prescribed or
parameterized as a function of known variables. L€upkes
et al. (2012) have proposed that the floe length can be
expressed as a function of the ice concentration as
L5Lmin

A+
A+2A
b
, (13)
where A+ is introduced to avoid a singularity at A 5 1
and A+5 1/[12 (Lmin/Lmax)
1/b]. This parameterization
of the floe length is based on the analysis of aircraft data
in the Fram Strait in the summer season (Hartmann
et al. 1992; Kottmeier et al. 1994) and is therefore ex-
pected to break down for the floe length in the winter ice
pack. L€upkes and Birnbaum (2005), assuming periodi-
cally distributed square floes, suggest the parameteri-
zation of the average distance between floes:
Df 5L(12
ffiffiffiffi
A
p
)/
ffiffiffiffi
A
p
. (14)
Describing the drift of ice floes in the MIZ, Steele
et al. (1989) were the first authors to account in a sea ice
model for the contribution of floe edges to the oceanic
form drag. Here we assume that the form drag associ-
ated with floe edges at the ocean–ice interface is similar
to the formulation of Eq. (12):
Cdwf5
1
2
cfw
csf
S2c
D
L
A
"
ln(D/z0w)
ln(10/z0w)
#2
, (15)
where we have substituted the freeboard Hf for the
draft D.
3) FORM DRAG ASSOCIATED WITH MELT
POND EDGES
L€upkes et al. (2012, 2013), relying onmeasurements in
the summer Arctic (Andreas et al. 2010), suggested that
melt ponds could contribute significantly to the total
form drag. While it is not yet clear how to accurately
treat the combined effect of form drag due to sails and to
melt pond edges, we provide here an expression of the
form drag coefficient associated with the latter. It is
possible that the increase of the melt pond contribution
to the total form drag would be associated with a re-
duction of the contribution from sails. Indeed the for-
mation of ponds can be intuitively understood to fill
the asperities formed by sails and therefore reduce the
roughness of the ice landscape. It is, on the other hand,
possible that the impact of melt ponds is only dominant
in smooth ice where sails are rare. If the average area of
a pond is Ap05 cspL2p, where Lp is the average pond
length and csp is a geometrical constant, then the pond
ice area coverage can be writtenAp5NcspL2p/(AST) and
Eq. (8) can be reformulated as
Cdap5
1
2
cpa
csp
S2c
Hp
Lp
AAp
2
4ln(Hp/z0w)
ln(10/z0w)
3
5
2
, (16)
where cpa is a local form drag coefficient assumed con-
stant andHp is the typical height difference between the
surface of the pond and the surrounding ice. In practice,
most ponds reach an equilibrium through drainage and
the surface of the pond is at sea level (Eicken et al. 2004;
Flocco and Feltham 2007). With this assumption, one
can identifyHp5Hf. A possible parameterization of the
average pond length proposed by L€upkes et al. (2012)
and based on observation of the mean melt pond size by
Fetterer and Untersteiner (1998) is
Lp5Lp
min
Ap1Lp
max
(12Ap) . (17)
4) SKIN DRAG
Arya (1975) is the first author to introduce in the de-
scription of the skin drag of level ice a dependence on
the sail density. The results are based on observations in
wind tunnels (Plate and Lin 1965), later confirmed by
direct numerical simulation (Le et al. 1997). The skin
drag coefficient is parameterized as
Cdas5A

12ma
Hs
Ds

csa, if
Hs
Ds
$
1
ma
, (18)
where ma is a parameter that depends on the sail height
but is often assumed constant (ma 5 20 here), and csa is
the unobstructed skin drag that would be attained in the
absence of sails and for a complete ice coverage A 5 1.
We choose as a default value csa 5 0.0005. Garbrecht
et al. (1999) measured a larger value of csa5 0.0013, but
this value is likely to also include a contribution from the
floe edge.
Here again, as in the case of keels and floe edge con-
tribution to oceanic drag, we assume that the shadowing
effect parameterized in the atmosphere by Eq. (18) re-
mains of the same functional form in the ocean:
Cdws5A

12mw
Hk
Dk

csw, if
Hk
Dk
$
1
mw
. (19)
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The value mw 5 10 is chosen in line with direct numer-
ical simulations of turbulent water flow over model
surfaces containing rectangular obstacles (Le et al. 1997;
Leonardi et al. 2003). At present csw is not constrained
from observations, therefore we consider this to be a
free parameter of the model (default value csw5 0.002).
3. Implementation of the new drag formulation
in CICE
a. Diagnosis of sea ice geometry parameters
We incorporate our new drag parameterization into
the CICE code (version 4.1), which describes both the
thermodynamic and dynamic evolution of the sea ice
cover. A description of CICE is contained in the user
manual (Hunke and Lipscomb 2010).
1) SAIL (KEEL) HEIGHT AND DISTANCE BETWEEN
SAILS (KEELS)
To allow for a realistic representation of thickness-
dependent processes, many climate sea ice models, such
as CICE, have introduced an ice thickness distribution
(ITD), represented in the numerical code by several ice
thickness categories. The ridging scheme used in CICE,
based on the work of Rothrock (1975), Thorndike et al.
(1975), Hibler (1980), and Flato and Hibler (1995), is
compatible with a multicategory sea ice model and is
described in detail in Lipscomb et al. (2007) and Hunke
and Lipscomb (2010). In addition, with the latest version
of CICE, version 4.1, one can compute the total volume
of level ice ylvl and the total coverage of level ice alvl.
The total volume of ridged ice (accounting also for rafting
ice) yrdg and the total coverage of ridged ice ardg can
then be deduced from the total ice volume yi and the
total ice coverage ai through the requirements that
ylvl 1 yrdg 5 yi and alvl 1 ardg 5 ai.
To relate the small-scale quantities associated with
the ridge-building process (ridge height and distance
between ridges) to the average grid cell quantities
computed in themodel, some assumptions are necessary
as to the geometry and spatial distribution of the ridges.
In Fig. 1, we offer a schematic representation of an en-
semble of sails and keels. This oversimplified picture
neglects the wide variety of geometries and configura-
tions associated with the ridging processes in the Arctic.
For example, as discussed in Martin (2007), there is not
always a one to one correspondence between keels and
sails; also the triangular shape assumed here for the
cross sections of the sails and keels is more representa-
tive of a younger, ridged structure in contrast to older
sails and keels that have a softer, Gaussian-shaped pro-
file. Using a method described in Haas et al. (2009),
Martin (2007) analyzed airborne laser and electromag-
netic measurements of the transects of the Arctic sea ice
cover and presented a detailed analysis of synchronous
measurements of sail and keel height and density as well
as of the surrounding thickness of level ice. Based on
these observations, Martin offers various possible para-
meterizations of these quantities.
Notwithstanding these details, here we make the
simplifying assumptions that (i) sails and keels have
a triangular cross section; (ii) the average keel depth and
sail height have a constant ratioHk/Hs5Rh; and (iii) the
average distance between keels and distance between
sails have a constant ratio Dk/Ds 5 Rd. Following
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of an idealized sea ice floe comprising a system of two
triangular sails and keels and a single melt pond. The quantities that are needed to derive the
ANDC and ONDC are shown: the floes size L, the freeboard Hf [Eq. (26)], the draft D, the
pond size Lp, the distance between sails Ds, the distance between keels Dk, the sail and keel
heightsHs andHk, the slopes of the sail and keel ar and ak, and the bases of the sail and keelXs
and Xk.
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assumption (i) the volumeVs of one sail of heightHs and
the volumeVk of one keel of depthHk are (Steiner et al.
1999)
Vs5
1
2
HsXsLy and Vk5
1
2
HkXkLy , (20)
whereLy is the transverse extent of the sail and keel, and
the sail width Xr and keel width Xk (see Fig. 1) are ex-
pressed as
Xs5
2Hs
tan(ar)
and Xk5
2Hk
tan(ak)
, (21)
where the sail slope ar and keel slope ak are considered
free parameters of the model.
To estimate Hs, Hk, Ds, and Dk in CICE, we identify
the total volume of the ridged ice in a grid cell of area
ST5LxLy, yrdgST to be the combined volume ofNs sails
and Nk keels that are here assumed for simplicity to
extend through an entire cell and be parallel to its side
of length Ly (Lx is the length of the other side of the
idealized rectangular cell). For a constant spacing be-
tween sails and keels, Ns 5 aiLx/Ds and Nk 5 aiLx/Dk,
using Eq. (20), we can write the total volume of sails and
keels as
yrdg5
A
2

fsHsXs
Ds
1
fkHkXk
Dk

, (22)
where we have introduced constant porosities for the
sails fs and keels fk (default values fs 5 fk 5 0.8 as
shown in Table 2).
The total area of ridged ice in a grid cell ardgST can be
identified for the total area covered in a grid cell by Ns
ridges,ALxLyXs/Ds, or by the area covered byNk keels,
ALxLyXk/Dk, or even a combination of both. We can
then write the area of ridged ice as
ardg5A

a
Xs
Ds
1b
Xk
Dk

, (23)
where 0, a , 1 and 0, b, 1 are weight functions. In
the following, we will assume that the area of ridged ice
can be identified entirely for the area covered by keels
and therefore set a 5 0 (we choose a default value of
b 5 0.75; see Table 2).
Combining Eqs. (21)–(23) and eliminating the keel
depth and the distance between keels, respectively,
through Hk 5 RhHs and Dk 5 RdDs, one deduces the
following expressions for the sail height,
Hs5 2
yrdg
ardg
a tanakRd1b tanarRh
fs tanakRd1fk tanarR
2
h
, (24)
and the distance between sails
Ds5 2Hs
ai
ardg

a
tanar
1
b
tanak
Rh
Rd

. (25)
Figures 2b and 2f show the March climatological av-
erage over the period 1990–2012 of the estimated aver-
age sail heightHs and average distance between sailsDs,
ranging from less than 1m to more than 3m and from
about 40m to more than 500m, respectively. Figures 3b
and 3f show the same climatologies in September, with
values ranging for the sail height from about 1.5m to
more than 3m and for the distance between sails from
about 30m to more than 500m. These estimates appear
realistic when compared with observations of sail and
keel height and frequency over the Arctic Basin as re-
viewed in Steiner et al. (1999), Mai et al. (1996), and
Martin (2007).
2) FREEBOARD, FLOE DRAFT, AND MELT
POND EDGE
To calculate the floe edge freeboard Hf and floe draft
D in CICE, some approximations are required. First, we
assume that the floe edge freeboard and draft are rep-
resentative of the air–snow and ice–water surface ele-
vation in the bulk of the floe. We do not, for example,
consider here the possibility of enhanced elevations
at the floe edges due to small pressure ridges at the
TABLE 2. Model parameters associated with the reference run FORM.
Ridge parameters Floe/melt pond parameters Local drag coefficients Other parameters
Rd 5 1 Lmin 5 8 (m) cra 5 0.2 z0w 5 0.000 326 (m)
Rh 5 4 Lmax 5 300 (m) ckw 5 0.2 z0i 5 0.0005 (m)
ar 5 ak 5 228 Lpmin 5 2.26 (m) cfa 5 0.2 ma 5 20
fs 5 fk 5 0.8 Lpmax 5 24.63 (m) cdw 5 0.2 mw 5 10
a 5 0 csf 5 0.2 cpa 5 0.2 sl 5 0.18
b 5 0.75 csp 5 0.2 csa 5 0.0005 ri 5 917 (kgm
23)
csw 5 0.002 rs 5 300 (kgm
23)
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upstream and downstream floe edges (Birnbaum and
L€upkes 2002; Kottmeier et al. 1994). With the assump-
tion of hydrostatic equilibrium, the effective ice plus
snow freeboard is then given by
Hf 5Hi(12 ri/rw)1Hs(12 rs/rw) , (26)
where ri, rw, and rs are, respectively, the densities of sea
ice, water, and snow; Hi is the mean ice thickness; and
Hs is the mean snow thickness (means are taken over the
ice-covered regions). Note that in the above derivation
of the floe freeboard and draft, we have ignored themelt
pond contribution to hydrostatic equilibrium. In addition,
FIG. 2.March climatology (1990–2012) of the intermediate variables introduced in sections 2 and 3. (a)Mean thickness yrdg of ridged ice;
(b) sail heightHs as computed in Eq. (24); (c) freeboardHf from Eq. (26); (d) floe size L from Eq. (13); (e) ice coverage of ridged ice ardg;
(f) distance between sailsDs from Eq. (25); (g) pond area coverage as a fraction of the ice coverAp; and (h) distance between ice floesDf
from Eq. (14).
FIG. 3. As in Fig. 2, but for September climatology.
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the freeboard and draft are only computed as averages
over the entire ice-covered area, and we do not compute
these quantities individually for each ice thickness cate-
gory. The average freeboard over the period 1990–2012
is shown in March and September, respectively, in Figs.
2c and 3c, with values ranging from 10 to 70 cm.
Turning now to the calculation of the melt pond edge
elevation Hp, we assume that the Darcy drainage of the
melt pond water through the ice occurs at a sufficiently
rapid time scale compared to the time scale associated
with the evolution of the ice thickness distribution so
that themelt pond surface is at the same level as the ocean
surface surrounding the floes (Flocco and Feltham 2007;
Flocco et al. 2010, 2012). We therefore use the simplified
expression of the melt pond edge elevation Hp 5 Hf.
3) FLOE SIZE, DISTANCE BETWEEN FLOES, AND
MELT POND SIZE
We have tested the parameterization described in
section 1, Eq. (13), for the floe length as a function of sea
ice concentration. Figures 2d and 3d show the average
floe lengths that result from this approach over the pe-
riod 1990–2012 in March and September, respectively.
InMarch (September), the average floe size ranges from
about 20m (20m) in the MIZ to about 400m (100m) in
the central pack ice. The impact of the choice of the
parameterization of the floe length on the drag co-
efficients will be discussed further in section 5. Again
following the parameterization of section 2, we estimate
the typical distance between floes with Eq. (14) and il-
lustrate the results in Figs. 2h and 3h, with distances
ranging in March (September) from about 50m (50m)
in the MIZ down to 1m (2m) in the pack ice. The esti-
mates of the floe size and distance between floes are
compatible with observations in the MIZ (Hartmann
et al. 1992; Kottmeier et al. 1994). In the central Arctic,
on the other hand, it has been shown (Weiss andMarsan
2004) that the floe size follows a power-law distribution
over three orders of magnitude from ;30m to ;30 km,
and hence the average value introduced here is only
a crude approximation.
For the average melt pond length Lp, we use the pa-
rameterization as a function of melt pond ice coverage
Ap, described in Eq. (17) in section 3. Making use of the
newmelt pondmodel, now available in the latest release
of CICE, that is suitable for forecasting the presence
of melt ponds based on sea ice conditions (Flocco and
Feltham 2007; Flocco et al. 2010, 2012), we can estimate
the average pond area coverage and from the parame-
terization of Eq. (17) produce an estimate of the average
pond size. Figures 2g and 3g illustrate the CICE esti-
mates of the average melt pond concentration respec-
tively in March and September. The pond size is linearly
related to the pond concentration and is compatible with
observations from declassified high-resolution satellite
imagery (Fetterer and Untersteiner 1998).
b. Implementation into CICE
As in the original drag formulation in CICE (Hunke
and Lipscomb 2010), the ANDC and ONDC, along with
the transfer coefficients for sensible heat CH and latent
heat CE [Eqs. (2) and (3)], are initialized into a situation
corresponding to neutral atmosphere–ice and ocean–
ice boundary layers. Here the default CICE constant
ANDC, ONDC, and neutral heat transfer coefficients
are replaced by coefficients that explicitly account for
form drag,Cda andCdw, with their various contributions,
Eqs. (10), (12), (16), (18), and (11), (15), (19), expressed
in section 2b, and
Cda5Cdar1Cdaf1Cdap1Cdas and
Cdw5Cdwr1Cdwf1Cdws . (27)
The new neutral drag coefficients are calculated in a
separate routine and the model remains computationally
efficient. Through their dependence on the diagnostic
variables described in the previous section, these neutral
drag coefficients vary both spatially and temporally. In
the samemanner as the variables defined in section 3a, we
assume that the total neutral drag coefficients are thick-
ness category independent (although we do make use of
the ice redistribution through the variables ardg and yrdg).
The main reason is that the different ice thickness cate-
gories represented in the model are representative of
a sea ice cover where thicker ice alternates with thinner
ice over length scales of tens to thousands of meters. This
length scale is also comparable to the distance over which
the effect of form drag from obstacles affects the fluid
flow over the sea ice cover. It is therefore difficult to treat
each thickness class independently. This would corre-
spond to the case of floes of a given thickness drifting
freely and independently of the other thinner or thicker
floes. The reality is that even in the summer season when
the sea ice concentration drops often below 90% and the
free drift approximation becomes reasonable, the ice
floes still contain ridges and do not have a single char-
acteristic thickness. In other words, the ITD over each ice
floe is approximately representative of the total ITD.
The total drag coefficients and heat transfer coefficients
will also strongly depend on the type of stratification of
the atmosphere and the ocean. Here we keep the default
configuration of CICE (Hunke and Lipscomb 2010) that
accounts for both stable and unstable atmosphere–ice
boundary layers (Kauffman and Large 2002). In contrast
to the neutral drag coefficients, the stability effect of the
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atmospheric boundary layer is calculated separately for
each ice thickness category. The stability of the ice–
ocean boundary layer is, on the other hand, currently not
accounted for.
4. Impact on Arctic sea ice characteristics
a. Reference runs with and without form drag
CICE ( version 4.1) is run in stand-alone mode on a
18 tripolar (1293 104) grid that covers the whole Arctic
with a horizontal grid resolution of around 50 km. At-
mospheric forcing data are taken from the National
Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis
(Kalnay et al. 1996): 6-hourly 10-m winds, 2-m temper-
atures, 2-m humidity, daily shortwave and longwave
radiation, as well as monthly snowfall and precipitation
rates. Sea surface temperature (SST) and salinity are
taken fromMYO-WP4-PUM-GLOBAL-REANALYSIS-
PHYS-001-004 (Ferry et al. 2011) to initialize the Arctic
sea ice state. Climatological monthly means from Ferry
et al. (2011) are used for the mixed layer salinity (depth
of 3m) and the ocean current (depth of 3m in most
simulations), and a restoration to the SST with a time
step of 20 days is applied. In all our runs we use the
physically based melt pond model that simulates the
evolution of melt ponds based on sea ice conditions
described in Flocco et al. (2012). Starting with an iso-
tropic homogeneous sea ice with thickness of 2.5m,
a snow depth of 20 cm, and concentration of 100%, the
model is spun up for 10 yr (1980–89) before producing
our analysis simulation for 23 yr (1990–2012).
The CICE simulation not accounting for form drag
(we denote this reference run SKIN), agrees well with
ice concentration data obtained from the Special Sensor
Microwave Imager (SSM/I) passive microwave radi-
ometer (PMR) (Figs. 4a–c). The results are also com-
pared with independent datasets of ice thickness and ice
motion. For the ice thickness we use the Pan-Arctic Ice
Ocean Modeling and Assimilation System (PIOMAS)
based on the Parallel Ocean and Ice Model (POIM) of
Zhang and Rothrock (2003) (Figs. 4d–f). The sea ice
drift data were obtained from the Polar Pathfinder Daily
25-km EASE-Grid Sea Ice Motion Vectors dataset de-
veloped by Fowler (2003) (Figs. 4g–i). In line with the
default settings of version 4.1 of CICE that was chosen
in this work, we used the strength parameterization of
Rothrock (1975) and Lipscomb et al. (2007) and set the
empirical parameter that accounts for frictional energy
dissipation to beCf5 10. To calculate the stress between
the ocean and ice, we set the turning angle to zero,
used anANDC ofCSKINda 5 0:0013 (roughness length of
za 5 0.16mm), and an ONDC of C
SKIN
dw 5 0:0061 (zw 5
6 cm). For the rheology we used an elliptical yield curve
with a standard value of the ratio of the major to minor
axes of the elliptical yield curve, where e 5 2. All re-
maining parameters of the model were set to the stan-
dard values used in version 4.1 of CICE (Hunke and
Lipscomb 2010).
In the following section, we compare the CICE sim-
ulation using the new drag formulation of Eq. (27) (we
call this new reference run FORM) to that obtained
using the version of the code that does not account for
form drag. Because our aim is to show the impact of the
new parameterization against what can be achieved with
a suitable calibration of the uniform drag coefficients we
chose, in the reference FORM run, a set of parameters
(see Table 2) that guarantees temporally and spatially
averaged ANDC and ONDC equal to the neutral drag
coefficients in the reference SKIN simulation while
maintaining realistic values of the ridged ice height and
frequency. Note that keeping the average ANDC and
ONDC equal in the FORM and SKIN runs will reduce
the apparent impact of the FORM drag. The procedure
by which we have obtained the reference FORM run is
described in the supplemental material at the Journals
Onlinewebsite (http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/JPO-D-13-0215s1.
pdf and http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/JPO-D-13-0215s2.tex) of
this paper. All other parameters in the reference FORM
run are kept identical to the SKIN reference run. We
denote the spatial average of a quantityX as hXi and the
temporal average as X . Because of the large number of
free parameters of themodel (see section 2 and Table 2),
one can produce a multiplicity of reference runs account-
ing for form drag satisfying the criteria hCdai5CSKINda and
hCdwi5CSKINdw . Nevertheless, the reference FORM run
described in the following section corresponds to a re-
alistic choice of parameters and is constrained by obser-
vations. In addition, in the sensitivity study of section 5
we demonstrate the impact of varying the main param-
eters of the new drag formulation.
In the following sections we first compare the simu-
lation results using the reference FORM and SKIN
models and then discuss our sensitivity tests with regard
to the free parameters of the FORM model, introduced
in section 2.
b. Relative importance of the various contributions to
the total drag
1) ARCTIC CENTRAL PACK–RIDGE-DOMINATED
DRAG
Figures 5a and 6a (Figs. 5f and 6f) show the climato-
logical total ANDC (ONDC) Cda (Cdw), respectively in
March and August, that corresponds to the maximum
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sea ice extent and maximum average value for the drag
coefficients. The figures show a wide range of values for
the ANDC (ONDC) ranging from between 3 3 1024
and 9 3 1023 (2 3 1023 and 4 3 1023) in the east over
different types of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean, in the
Baffin Bay, and Davis Strait to values larger than ;3 3
1023 (1022) along the west coast of theArctic Ocean and
in the Canadian Archipelago. These values are coherent
with measurements of ANDC (Guest and Davidson
1991; Schr€oder et al. 2003) and ONDC (Lu et al. 2011;
McPhee 2012) in the Arctic.
With our new implementation in CICE, each contri-
bution to the total neutral drag coefficients can be
isolated [see Eq. (27)]. Comparing Figs. 5a and 5b it is
clear that in March the total ANDC is dominated by the
contribution from the form drag associated with sails.
This is particularly true in the Canadian Archipelago
and north of Greenland, where sea ice is subjected to
large compressive stresses and the total volume and area
of ridged ice are high, as shown in Figs. 2a and 2e, and
the typical sail height and sail frequency can reach
values as high as 3m and 20 km21, respectively, Figs. 2b
and 2f. The typical keel height and frequency are related
to the sail height and frequency by two constants of
proportionality and are therefore not shown. These
ridge-dominated form drag areas extend in March over
FIG. 4. Seasonal climatology over the period 1990–2012 of the (a) total ice area, (d) total ice volume, and (g) averaged ice speed. The
1990–2012 Arctic March (b) total ice area, (e) total ice volume, and (h) averaged ice speed and September (c) total ice area, (f) total ice
volume, and (i) averaged ice speed. The blue lines correspond to the reference SKIN run, the red lines correspond to the reference FORM
run, and the black lines correspond to observations. The red shaded areas correspond to the range of values obtained in the sensitivity
study summarized in Table 3. In these plots, the black line corresponds respectively to the total ice area obtained from HadISST data in
(a)–(c), to the total ice volume from PIOMAS in (d)–(f), and to the average ice speed from Pathfinder in (g)–(i). In (a) to (f), the total
quantities are integrated over areas where HadISST data are available. In (g) and (i), the average is computed over a central region of the
Arctic Basin, 150 km from the coasts.
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most of the western part of the Arctic Ocean, with the
highest density of sails in the Canadian Archipelago and
off the coasts of Greenland, Canada, and Alaska. Ex-
cluding the contribution from the regions with lower ice
concentration that are localized inMarch in the ice edge,
we see from Figs. 5a, 5b, and 5d that the skin drag Cdas
constitutes most of the remaining contribution to the
total ANDC. For most regions, the contribution from
the skin drag is equal to the unobstructed skin drag (csa5
0.0005). This is coherent with Eq. (18), which predicts
that the skin drag should only vanish when the product
of the average sail heightHs by the average sail frequency
1/Ds exceeds 1/m, with m 5 20 for the atmospheric skin
drag. This condition is satisfied in March only in regions
with a sufficiently high density of large sails, whereHs$
2.5m (Fig. 2b) and 1/Ds $ 20 km
21 (Fig. 2f), mainly in
the Canadian Archipelago, and breaks down in most of
the remaining Arctic Basin, essentially due to a sharp
drop of the sail frequency in the model. As can be de-
duced from Fig. 7a, the combined average contribution
to the ANDC from sails (green columns) and from skin
drag (yellow columns) varies seasonally. The maximum
of Cdar (minimum in Cdas) in the summer season (June,
July, and August) comes from the fact that this average
FIG. 5. March climatological (1990–2012) (a) ANDC and its main contributions from (b) sails, (c) ice floe edge freeboard, (d) skin drag,
and (e) melt pond edge, and (f) ONDC and its main contributions from (g) keels, (h) ice floe edge draft, and (i) skin drag. (j) The Nansen
number Na5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
raCda/rwCda
p
. (k)–(t) The corresponding trends computed over the period 1990–2012 (yr21). Note that all quantities are
multiplied by a factor of 103.
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drag coefficient is then computed over essentially mul-
tiyear ice that contains on average more ridged ice,
while a maximum of Cdas (minimum in Cdar) in autumn
(October, November, and December) is associated with
the newly formed ice that has had no time to form ridges
(not shown).
The discussion above concerning the partition of the
ANDC can be duplicated almost exactly for the ONDC
that is also dominated in March by the combined con-
tributions of the form drag associated with the keels and
to the smaller oceanic skin drag. Figure 7 shows that
outside the summer season the three main contributions
to the total neutral drag coefficients remain roughly in
the same proportion that reflects the similarity in the
spatial distribution of these coefficients in both the atmo-
spheric (Figs. 5a–d) and in the oceanic cases (Figs. 5e–h).
2) SUMMER ARCTIC SEA ICE AND MIZ–FLOE
EDGE-DOMINATED DRAG
In the winter, the concentration of open water in the
central pack ice (far from the ice edge) is very low (less
than 2%; see Fig. 8a), therefore reducing the contribu-
tion of floe edges to the form drag, with a dominant
contribution from sails and keels. As the sea ice con-
centration diminishes through the summer season, due
to melting, to reach a minimum in late September (with
concentrations in the central pack of less than 90%;
see Fig. 9a), the intermediate quantities, introduced in
FIG. 6. As in Fig. 5, but for August climatology (1990–2012).
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section 3a, evolve in the model Arctic configuration.
Through the summer months, the sails and keels lose up
to a third of their height through melting (see spatial
distribution on the maps of Figs. 2b and 3b). The total
freeboard accounting for the accumulated snow layer
shrinks from an average of hHf i 5 0.3m in March to
a minimum in September of hHf i5 0.24m (Figs. 2c, 3c).
The evolution of the floe length and the distance be-
tween floes is related to the ice concentration through
the parameterization introduced by L€upkes et al. (2012)
and reproduced in Eqs. (13) and (14). As the ice con-
centration reaches a minimum in August so does the
average floe length with a minimum value of hLi; 10m,
from its wintermaximum inMarch of hLi5 120m, while
the average distance between floes increases from its
winter average minimum hDf i ; 2m to its August
maximum hDf i; 10m (see maps in Figs. 2d,h and 3d,h).
Note that for simplicity we keep in this paper the
original formulation of lateral melting used in CICE
that assumes a constant effective floe diameter of 300m,
and therefore the parameterization of the floe length
L(A) does not influence directly the evolution of the ice
concentration.
As can be seen from Figs. 7a and 7b, the spatially
averaged form drag associated with floe edges, both for
the atmosphere hCdafi and the ocean hCdwfi, increases
dramatically in the summer months (starting inMay and
culminating in August) and even becomes the dominant
contribution to the total drag coefficient in the oceanic
case. The maps showing respectively Cdaf and Cdwf in
March (Figs. 5c and 5h) and in September (Figs. 6c and
6h) illustrate the fact that while the increase of form drag
associated with floe edges is maximal in the MIZ, it is
also important in the pack ice. Turning to Eqs. (12) and
(15), we see that this increase results essentially from the
competing effect of a reduction of the typical floe length
that tends to increaseCdaf (Cdwf) and a freeboard (draft)
height reduction in the summer that tends to reduceCdaf
(Cdwf). As the floe length is reduced more dramatically
than the freeboard (or draft), it is the former effect that
will dominate, and the drag coefficients Cdaf and Cdwf
will be larger in the summer. This shows that the pa-
rameterization of the floe length plays a crucial role in
the correct estimate of the form drag coefficient, par-
ticularly in the summer.
The symmetry between the atmospheric and oceanic
drag coefficients, described in the previous section 1,
breaks down in the summer due to the larger increase
of the floe edge contribution in the ocean (cf. Figs. 5c
and 5h) and can be understood by comparing the ratios
Cdwr/Cdar ’ 3 and Cdwf/Cdaf ’ 10, where the difference
is mainly due to the large ratio of the floe draft over the
floe freeboard d/hf. Hence, while in the winter the con-
tribution from the floe edges is confined to the MIZ and
FIG. 7. Climatological (1990–2012) total (a) ANDC and (b) OCND (blue) averaged over the
entire Arctic Basin where ice concentration is larger than 15% for every month of the year and
the main contributions from floe edges (red), ridges (green), skin drag (yellow), and melt pond
edges (black).
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is therefore small, in the summer it contributes sub-
stantially to the total drag coefficients and even becomes
the main contribution in some regions in the oceanic
case.
3) MELT SEASON–MELT POND CONTRIBUTION
Melt ponds are only present during the melt season
(mainly from June to August) and cover regionally up to
’60% of the sea ice in July [see Fig. 4 of Flocco et al.
(2012)]. Their relative contribution to the total ANDC is
then ’10% (Fig. 7a) and becomes of a similar magni-
tude as the contributions from skin drag and floe edges.
Here we have assumed that the presence of melt ponds
acts only as a source of additional drag, but in reality it is
also possible that the formation of melt ponds is ac-
companied by a reduction of the skin drag contribution
due to a smoothing effect of the ponds over the ice (the
ponds fill the small asperities in the sea ice). In the ab-
sence of such a smoothing effect, the impact of the ponds
is of leading order, and, in line with Andreas et al.
(2010), we attribute most of the increase of the total
ANDC in the summer to the combined contributions of
melt pond and floe edges. One must also note that in our
parameterization melt ponds do not contribute to the
ONDC and are therefore inducing an increase in the
ratio Cda/Cdw.
A quantity that quantifies the importance of the ratio
Cda/Cdw on the ice dynamics is the Nansen number de-
fined as Na5
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
raCda/rwCdw
p
. This quantity has long
been used as an estimate of the ice speed as a fraction of
the wind speed and becomes exact when the internal
forces in the ice can be neglected, the ocean is stagnant,
FIG. 8. Climatological (1990–2012) March ice concentration from (a) HadISST measurements, (b) the SKIN run, (c) the FORM run,
and (d) ice concentration difference between the FORM and SKIN runs. Same climatologies for ice thickness from (e) PIOMAS, (f) the
SKIN run, (g) the FORM run, and (h) ice thickness difference between the FORM and SKIN runs. Also shown climatologies for the ice
drift from (i) Pathfinder, the (j) SKIN run, the (k) FORM run, and (l) ice drift difference between the FORM and SKIN runs. Note that
regions where the values exceed the range in the color bar are shown in white.
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and the only forces acting are the air drag and ocean
drag. Typical values found in the Arctic Ocean are Na5
1.7% at a geostrophic reference and Na 5 2.5% at
a surface reference (Lepp€aranta 2005). In the reference
SKIN run, the Nansen number takes the single value
Na5 1.65%. Figures 5j and 6j show the Nansen number
(multiplied by a factor of 103) in the FORM reference
run respectively in March (1.3% , Na , 2.0%) and
August (1.2% , Na , 2.0%) with the lowest values
realized at the ice edge. The observed decrease near the
ice edge reflects the reduced ice drift in these regions
within the new parameterization (see Figs. 8l, 9l).
Throughout the year large values of the Nansen number
can be found in heavily ridged regions in the Canadian
Archipelago and north of Greenland (Na 5 ;1.8%).
There the direct correlation between the Nansen ratio
and the ice drift is reduced because of the larger internal
sea ice stresses.
To summarize, we have demonstrated that the new
drag parameterization results in a wide temporal and
spatial variability of the ANDC and ONDC over the
Arctic Basin. Spatially, the range of values goes from
Cda , 5 3 10
24 and Cdw , 3 3 10
23 along most of the
eastern part of the Arctic Ocean and in the Baffin and
Davis Strait to Cda $ 3 3 10
23 and Cdw $ 15 3 10
23 in
the Canadian Archipelago and north of Greenland.
Temporally, the basin-averaged drag coefficients evolve
from aminimum inDecember with hCdai5;1.03 1023
and hCdwi 5 ;4 3 1023 to a maximum in August of
hCdai 5 ;2.0 3 1023 and hCdwi 5 ;1.1 3 1022. These
FIG. 9. Climatological (1990–2012) September ice concentration from (a) HadISST measurements, (b) the SKIN run, (c) the FORM
run, and (d) ice concentration difference between the FORM and SKIN runs. Same climatologies for ice thickness from (e) PIOMAS,
(f) the SKIN run, (g) the FORMrun, and (h) ice thickness difference between the FORMand SKIN runs. Also shown climatologies for the
ice drift from (i) Pathfinder, (j) the SKIN run, (k) the FORM run, and (l) ice drift difference between the FORMand SKIN runs. Note that
regions where the values exceed the range in the color bar are shown in white.
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values are consistent with the range of values that
have been measured experimentally both for the
ANDC (Guest andDavidson 1991; Schr€oder et al. 2003;
Andreas et al. 2010) and the ONDC (Lu et al. 2011;
McPhee 2012).
c. Impact on Arctic sea ice state
1) ARCTIC SEA ICE EXTENT AND AREA
The seasonal climatology (Fig. 4a) as well as the
evolution of theMarch (Fig. 4b) and September (Fig. 4c)
ice area over the period 1990–2012 show that the new
drag formulation (FORM run), in comparison to the
reference run with constant drag coefficients (SKIN
run), introduces a minor change to the total area cov-
ered by sea ice both in March and September. Both
reference runs reproduce well the temporal variability
and trend of the observed total ice extent. In March,
both models overestimate the total area by around 10%
that we attribute mainly to the SST restoring the time
scale of 20 days that allows too much ice to form in the
Fram Strait (see Figs. 8b,c). In September, both simu-
lations capture well the decreasing trend observed in
the Hadley Centre Sea Ice and Sea Surface Tempera-
ture (HadISST) dataset. The FORM run total area is on
average ;1011m2 (Table 3) smaller than the SKIN run.
The winter ice extent for both simulation runs is mainly
constrained in our stand-alone simulation by the strong,
warm ocean heat fluxes at the Bering and Fram Straits.
Looking at the characteristic spatial features on the
maps of Figs. 9b and 9c, we see that the summer ice
extent, on the other hand, shows differences with an
overall decrease of the ice concentration over the ice
edge in the new FORM reference run, with the decrease
most acute along the western Arctic ice edge, with the
ice not penetrating as deeply in the Fram Strait and in
the Canadian Archipelago and being particularly de-
pleted in the Beaufort Sea. We see that regions of lower
concentration are associated with regions of thinner ice.
The new form drag formulation introduces an additional
contribution to the temporal variability in the state of
the September Arctic sea ice extent (Figs. 4c).
2) ARCTIC SEA ICE THICKNESS
The seasonal cycle of Fig. 4d and the temporal evo-
lution of Figs. 4e and 4f, as well as Table 3, show that
the reference run FORMproduces a total Arctic volume
of ice reduced on average throughout the year by about
’1 3 1012m3 in comparison with the reference run
SKIN. This corresponds in September to a relative total
volume of ice decrease of up to 15% (September 2012).
The new drag formulation captures well the variability
of the total ice volume as estimated by the PIOMAS
model (Figs. 4e,f), but underestimates the decrease of
the total volume both inMarch and September (255% in
September from 1990 to 2012 for the FORM run against
275% for PIOMAS). As shown in Figs. 8e–h, the re-
duced volume of ice in the FORM run is associated with
a thinner spatial distribution of ice over a large portion
of the Arctic Basin with an acute reduction of sea ice
thickness (;1m) along the west coast of the Arctic
Ocean, north of Greenland, and in the Beaufort Sea.
The ice thickness over most of the east portion of the
Arctic Ocean is, on the other hand, only slightly reduced
TABLE 3. Arctic Basin scale and temporal average over the period 1990–2012 of the ANDC, ONDC, ridge height, distance between
ridges, floe size, sea ice volume, sea ice extent, and sea ice drift. In addition to the two reference SKIN andFORMruns, we have performed
a sensitivity study of the model and have tested different values of local drag coefficients. The percent is expressed relatively to the
reference SKIN run values.
hCdai hCdwi hHri hDri hLi hIce volumei hIce extenti hIce speedi
Parameters 3 103 3 103 (m) (m) (m) 3 1012 (m3) 3 1012 (m2) (cm s21)
Reference SKIN run 1.31 6.09 — — — 19.25 10.19 4.05
Reference FORM run 1.31 6.09 2.27 420 100 18.27 10.27 3.95
cra 5 0.1, crw 5 0.1 0.89 4.32 2.33 441 103 98.4% 100.7% 94.9%
cra 5 0.1, crw 5 0.3 0.85 6.93 2.42 478 108 97.4% 100.6% 78.0%
cra 5 0.3, crw 5 0.1 1.75 7.89 2.24 407 99 101.2% 99.4% 103.1%
cra 5 0.3, crw 5 0.3 1.95 5.12 2.18 374 91 106.2% 99.5% 132.3%
cfa 5 0.1, cfw 5 0.1 1.25 5.31 2.28 411 100 101.9% 100.6% 101.6%
cfa 5 0.1, cfw 5 0.3 1.25 7.04 2.28 417 100 102.2% 100.4% 96.6%
cfa 5 0.3, cfw 5 0.1 1.37 5.18 2.26 422 100 98.2% 99.7% 104.7%
cfa 5 0.3, cfw 5 0.3 1.37 6.85 2.26 426 101 98.6% 99.5% 98.9%
csa 5 10
24, csw 5 4 3 10
24 0.78 4.02 2.43 871 106 92.3% 101.2% 82.1%
csa 5 10
24, csw 5 4 3 10
23 0.70 6.29 2.52 1170 112 92.0% 101.1% 61.1%
csa 5 10
23, csw 5 4 3 10
24 1.88 6.50 2.16 233 94 112.1% 100.4% 133.1%
csa 5 10
23, csw 5 4 3 10
23 1.76 7.61 2.22 330 97 104.8% 99.6% 108.2%
cpa 5 0.1 1.29 6.12 2.27 419 100 100.7% 100.1% 99.7%
cpa 5 0.3 1.33 6.06 2.26 421 100 99.3% 99.9% 100.3%
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and a noticeable increase of ice thickness is visible in the
Canadian Archipelago. To explain this difference in the
ice thickness pattern between the FORM and SKIN
reference simulations one needs to compare the modi-
fication in the contribution to ice thickness from ice
transport, thermodynamics, and ridging. Seasonal cli-
matologies of these three contributions (not shown)
reveal that thermodynamics is the dominant factor. The
regions where ice is mostly depleted correspond to the
heavily ridged regions where the drag coefficients and
heat transfer coefficients are at maximum (see Figs. 5
and 6) and are therefore the location of increased heat
fluxes. Looking at the seasonal evolution of the ther-
modynamic ice growth in these regions, it appears that
the resulting increased ice growth in the winter is more
than compensated by a larger melting in the summer.
These characteristics are in qualitative agreement with
the Cryosphere Satellite (CryoSat) data that show that
current models tend to underestimate ice thickness near
the North Pole and overestimate ice thickness in the
Beaufort Sea (Laxon et al. 2013).
d. Impact on Arctic sea ice dynamics
1) ARCTIC SEA ICE DRIFT
In Figs. 8i–l and 9i–l, the climatological averages of
the sea ice speed amplitude are shown for the FORM
and SKIN runs as well as for the Pathfinder dataset in
March and September. While both models capture well
the spatial patterns of the ice drift, they tend to over-
estimate its magnitude [our model results can be com-
pared to other model results and observations (Martin
and Gerdes 2007)]. Comparing the Pathfinder dataset
with drifting buoys data provided by the International
Arctic Buoy Programme (IABP) shows that the former
underestimates the monthly averaged drift. We there-
fore do not attempt a quantitative optimization of our
model against this dataset. In September, the average
difference between FORM and SKIN follows a complex
pattern with alternating neighboring regions of increased
and decreased ice speed and strong year-on-year vari-
ability (not shown). The pattern is clearer in March,
where marked ice speed decreases are noticeable on
average in the FORM run in the Baffin Bay, Laptev Sea,
and in the Fram Strait, while a slight increase of the ice
speeds can be seen over most of the west portion of the
Arctic Ocean, reflecting the sea ice thickness decrease in
that region. Nevertheless, looking at individual years (not
shown) we note that these spatial features are fluctuating
and can even be reversed in different years. We attribute
at least some of this variability to the condition of stability
of the atmospheric boundary layer and its resulting im-
pact on the total atmospheric drag coefficient.
The time evolution of the average ice drift over the
whole Arctic is shown in March and September in Figs.
4g–f for the reference FORM and SKIN models and
compared with the averaged ice drift obtained from the
Pathfinder dataset. The averages are here computed
over a central portion of the Arctic Basin 150 km from
the coast and therefore excluding the regions of very
high ice drift (almost an order of magnitude larger)
around the Fram Strait, Greenland Sea, Baffin Bay, and
Davis Strait that would otherwise dominate the average
ice drift values. Comparing Figs. 4h and 4i, we see that
the impact of the new drag laws is on average weak both
in March and September. Overall, both the SKIN and
FORM runs capture well the temporal variability but
overestimate the observed average ice drift values by
up to 50%. Note that setting the ocean currents to zero
reduces the average drift in the models (not shown). No
clear trend is visible in September in both models and
observation, but the March model results show an in-
crease over the integration period from an average of
about 3 to about 4 cm s21. The increase in the model
captures qualitatively the increase that is observed in the
central Arctic by the Pathfinder data. Interestingly, we
see in Fig. 4g that the FORM run is better at reproducing
the seasonal cycle seen in the Pathfinder data, with
a marked reduction of the average ice drift in the sum-
mer in comparison to the SKIN run.
2) MOMENTUM TRANSFER TO THE ARCTIC
OCEAN
As can be seen in Eq. (1), the oceanic drag, or mo-
mentum transfer from the ocean to the ice, is deter-
mined from the relative ice–ocean velocity and the
ONDC. Giles et al. (2012) established a strong correla-
tion between the spatial patterns of the trend in sea
surface height and the trend in the wind field curl pro-
viding observational evidence that Ekman transport has
driven the storage of freshwater in the Beaufort Gyre
between 1995 and 2010. In the same study, it was shown
that the wind has been more efficient at spinning up the
Beaufort Gyre during the 2000s, suggesting a more ef-
ficient mechanism has taken place in the momentum
transfer from the atmosphere to the ocean over recent
years. One possible cause of this increased transfer re-
sides in the mechanical weakening (Gimbert et al. 2012)
and the resulting accelerated dynamics of the sea ice
cover observed over this period (Rampal et al. 2011).
Another possible cause of the increase in momentum
transfer lies in changes in the ONDC. In Figs. 5k–t and
6k–t, we show the trend in the ANDC and ONDC as
well as their relative contributions inMarch andAugust.
In both months, we find an increase of the ANDC
and ONDC in the Beaufort region accompanied by
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a decrease along the west coast of the Arctic Ocean. In
March the trend is dominated by the contribution from
the ridges, while in the summer (strongest signal in
August) the trend is dominated by the floe edge con-
tribution. The overall effect integrated over the year is
to increase significantly the drag coefficients and par-
ticularly the ONDC in the Beaufort Sea. The trend in
recent years of the ONDC appears therefore in addition
to the trend in the sea ice drift, as a strong candidate to
explain the suggested increase in the coupling between
the atmosphere and the ocean.
To account for these two effects jointly and estimate
directly their contribution to Ekman pumping (Gill
1982; McPhee 2008), we calculate the curl of the total
oceanic stress $ 3 t, where the total oceanic drag is the
ice area–weighted average of the ice–ocean drag tw and
atmosphere–ocean drag twa:
tw5 rwCdwU(cosuU1 sinuk3U) and
twa5 rw

2:73 1023
W
11:42310241 7:643 1025W

W2 ,
(28)
whereW is the wind velocity magnitude, and we use for
the atmosphere–ocean drag coefficient the default pa-
rameterization in CICE (Hunke 2010). As in most cases,
the concentration of sea ice in theArctic is very high; the
direct contribution from the atmosphere to the ocean
can be neglected for climatologies. Nevertheless, when
looking at trends in the total oceanic stress, the change in
the ice concentration means that this second term can
become important. Figures 10a and 10b show the cli-
matologies over the period 1990–2012 of the curl of the
total stress $ 3 t for the reference SKIN and FORM
runs, respectively. The general enhanced curl over the
Beaufort Sea regions is observed in both model runs
(stronger in the FORM run) and is coherent with the
findings of Giles et al. (2012) and is also confirmed by the
general negative vorticity of the sea ice drift (see, e.g.,
Kwok and Sulsky 2010). The impact of the new form
drag formulation becomes clearer when we look at the
trend of $ 3 t over the same period for the SKIN run
(Fig. 10c) and the FORM run (Fig. 10d). We find that in
the run accounting for form drag, the increase in$3 t is
significant over the Beaufort Sea area (also over the
Fram Strait) and could help explain the observed in-
creased momentum transfer in this region.
5. Sensitivity study
The reference run FORM was selected from a pro-
cedure of nested sensitivity analysis described in the
supplemental materials of this manuscript (available at
the Journals Online website at http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/
JPO-D-13-0215s1.pdf and http://dx.doi.org/10.1175/
JPO-D-13-0215s2.tex), where by modifying the param-
eters of the models associated with the ridging process
we produced a run satisfying hCdai5CSKINda and hCdwi5
CSKINdw , while maintaining realistic average values for the
sail and keel height and frequency. Here, as summarized
in Table 3, we test the sensitivity of the reference FORM
run to modifications of relevant parameters of the model.
Wefirstmodify the local formdrag coefficients associated
with sails (cra, ckw), floe (cfa, cdw) and melt pond (cpa)
edges, and skin drag (csa, csw) around their reference
values in the FORM run and assess the sensitivity of the
reference model to these changes.
As on average, the form drag contribution from sails
and keels are the largest to the ANDC and ONDC;
modifying the parameters that set their relative magni-
tude cra and ckw will most strongly affect the Arctic sea
ice characteristics. Indeed, we find that increasing (de-
creasing) both coefficients simultaneously from cra 5
ckw 5 0.2 to 50.3 (0.1) produces a 6.2% increase (1.6%
decrease) of the total average ice volume, a small in-
crease (decrease) of the total ice area in the summer
season (not shown), and leaves the spatially averaged
climatological ice speed over the entire Arctic Basin
largely unaffected. In reality, two tendencies are op-
posing and cancelling out, and the result of increasing
these coefficients is to increase (decrease) the ice speed
over most of the western (eastern) part of the Arctic
Ocean, where the ice becomes more free drift–like.
These results are compatible with the early results from
Hibler (1979), which showed that increasing the com-
pressive ice strength reduced the overall ice thickness
and ice thickness spatial variations while leaving the
average ice speed and outflows unchanged. Increasing
the effect of the drag terms in the momentum balance
has a qualitatively similar effect to reducing the relative
contribution from the internal stresses, which is pro-
portional to the compressive strength of the ice.
As can be seen from Table 3, this argument breaks
down if only one local form drag coefficient is modified,
as the resulting ratio of the ANDC and ONDC Cda/Cdw
is then modified, affecting the relative contributions
of ANDC and ONDC in the momentum balance and
therefore modifying the ice redistribution over the
Arctic. In practice, increasing csa results in a large
increase (;33%) of the average ice speed accompanied
by an ice thickness increase concentrating mostly along
the western boundary of the Arctic Ocean and along the
east Siberian coast as well as by a slight compression of
the total ice area, mostly due to a depletion of ice in the
east Arctic and in the Fram Strait. Increasing ckw results
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in approximately the reverse effects on theArctic sea ice
state (reduced thickness, reduced ice speed, and in-
creased ice area). An important difference is that while
an increase in csa results in an increase of ridge forma-
tion reflected by a higher sail and keel frequency, and
therefore results in an increase in both ANDC and
ONDC, an increase of ckw, on the other hand, only
modifies the ONDC. These observations are important
when considering the influence of the presence of an
ocean current in the model (not shown).
Modifying in the same manner the coefficients asso-
ciated with the local form drag at the floe edges cfa and
cfw results in similar trends albeit confined to theMIZ in
the winter and in regions where the ice concentration
has dropped significantly in the summer season. These
parameters are therefore crucial in determining the ice
state and dynamics in these regions of lower ice con-
centration. We expect this contribution to play an in-
creasingly important role in the Arctic as sea ice is
becoming more and more of a first-year type and the
observed ice concentrations are dropping.
As discussed in section 2, the unobstructed skin drag
coefficients csa and csw are poorly constrained from ob-
servations for both the ice–air and ice–ocean interfaces,
and therefore the impact of varying these coefficients in
the new drag laws must be tested. To understand how
the modification of these parameters affects the total
ANDC and ONDC, it is helpful to recognize that the
skin contribution to the total drag terms is coupled to the
amount of ridging due to the associated sheltering effect.
Equations (18) and (19) quantify this effect, making use
of the additional free parametersma andmw. Increasing
FIG. 10. Climatology over the period 1990–2012 and averaged over all months of the curl of the total oceanic stress
for the (a) SKIN and (b) FORM runs. Trend over the same period of the curl of the total oceanic stress for the
(c) SKIN and (d) FORM runs. The units are Nm23 for (a) and (b) and Nm23 yr21 for (c) and (d). Note also the
convention that the oceanic stress is the force applied from the ocean to the ice.
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csa, as a direct impact, raises the average ANDC, but
also indirectly raises the ONDC through additional
ridge building. The former increase dominates leading
to an increased Cda/Cdw ratio and hence, as discussed
above, an increase of the total volume of ice and average
ice speed. For small values of csa, increasing csw, on the
other hand, leads to the exclusive increase of the ONDC,
therefore increasing the ratio Cdw/Cda. For larger values
of csa, the effect is reversed, as an increase of csw leads to
a small decrease of the ONDC and ANDC due to a re-
duction of sail and keel formation. The impact of modi-
fying the parameters ma and mw remains quite small.
Similarly, the impact of the local from drag coefficient
associatedwith themelt pond edges cpa is restricted to the
melt season and therefore has only a weak impact on
average sea ice characteristics.
Finally, we have also tested the impact of the floe size
parameterization, described in Eq. (13) (not shown),
and found as expected that the floe size plays an im-
portant role in the low ice concentration regions, but
only modifies significantly the average sea ice charac-
teristics for unrealistically small average floe sizes. We
expect that this effect could be more relevant in the
Antarctic where ice floes have been shown to be sig-
nificantly smaller.
In summary, the results of this sensitivity study
show that modifying the relevant parameters of the
model within a physically realistic range results in
a wide range of possible values of the average ANDC
(0:703 1023# hCdai# 1:953 1023) and average ONDC
(4:023 1023# hCdwi# 7:893 1023) (see Table 3). The
impact of varying the ANDC and ONDC on the sea
ice characteristics is illustrated in the plots of Fig. 4,
with the shaded areas that correspond to the range of
values that the total sea ice extent, volume, and av-
erage sea ice drift can take for the range of parame-
ters that we have tested. The uncertainty of the model
reflects the necessity to constrain further the pa-
rameters of the model against existing and additional
observations.
6. Summary and concluding remarks
We have formulated a new, and more physically re-
alistic, model of the atmospheric and oceanic drag terms
over the sea ice cover. This new model is largely based
on existing theory, which we have collated and imple-
mented into the latest official release (version 5.0) of the
stand-alone sea ice model CICE that is used, for exam-
ple, in the Community Climate System Model (CCSM)
and the Met Office Hadley Centre and can therefore
easily be tested in coupled climate simulation. We de-
duce the total neutral form drag coefficients from
parameters of the ice cover such as ice concentration,
size, and frequency of the sails and keels, freeboard
and floe draft, and size of floes and melt ponds. This
enables us to isolate four distinct contributions to the
total neutral drag, namely form drag from sails and
keels, form drag from floe edges, form drag from melt
pond edges, and a reduced skin drag due to a sheltering
effect. A major improvement over the earlier sea ice
models is that the resulting atmospheric and oceanic
neutral drag coefficients (ANDC and ONDC) are cou-
pled to the sea ice characteristics and can evolve spatially
and temporally.
In the winter, the main contribution to the total drag
comes from the heavily ridged regions on the west
boundary of the Arctic Ocean, while in the summer, as
the sea ice concentration drops, the contribution from
floe and melt pond edges becomes significant, and we
reproduce the recently observed increase of the drag
coefficients during that season (Andreas et al. 2010).
The implementation process is straightforward and
computationally efficient, with the new form drag
model taking the form of a module that can be switched
on or off.
While the aim of this paper was not to calibrate the
new parameterization to fit observations, it appears that
the proposed model performs well in estimating realistic
ANDC and ONDC and in reproducing the observed ice
concentration, ice thickness, and ice drift temporal and
spatial patterns over theArctic. In our approach we kept
the averages of the ANDC and ONDC equal in both
runs, even though this reduces the apparent impact of
the new physics. In other words, if we compared two
models with different average ANDC and ONDC, it
would be difficult to disentangle the direct influence of
the differing neutral drag coefficients from the impact of
the form drag itself. We find that, all other things being
equal, introducing the form drag parameterization pro-
duces a small average ice thickness, ice area, and ice
speed decrease over the Arctic Basin, but more impor-
tantly the new model introduces significant spatial and
temporal differences with respect to the default model
with constant drag coefficients in the distribution of these
quantities over the Arctic Ocean, with the most notice-
able being a depletion of ice over the west boundary of
the Arctic Ocean and over the Beaufort Sea. The new
drag parameterization also results in an enhanced posi-
tive trend in the curl of the oceanic drag and could explain
the increase in sea surface elevation in the Beaufort Sea
(Giles et al. 2012).
We have presented a sensitivity study indicating how
the free parameters of the new model influence the sea
ice behavior. To keep the model as simple as possible,
we considered these parameters to be constant in space
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and time. The uncertainty of the free parameters of the
model calls for a thorough calibration of the new for-
mulation against additional observations of the Arctic
sea ice geometrical characteristics (IceBridge) and
against measurements of the neutral drag coefficients
with an emphasis on the ice–ocean interface. Further-
more comparison of the model predictions against
forthcoming ice thickness map measurements extending
to high latitudes over the polar regions from CryoSat-2
appears as an exciting extension of this work. Another
important extension of this work will consist in testing
the model in the coupled sea ice ocean simulations at
higher resolutions. We expect that the new formulation
of friction at the sea ice surfaces (top and bottom) will
affect the atmospheric boundary layer as well as the heat
and momentum exchanges with the ocean and therefore
affect the properties of the shallow mixed layer in the
Arctic. Finally, an important application of the new
model would reside in its application in the Antarctic
where the lower sea ice concentration and the reduced
roughness of the ice should produce significantly dif-
ferent drag coefficients.
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